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Summary

� Reducing uncertainties in the response of tropical forests to global change requires under-

standing how intra- and interannual climatic variability selects for different species, commu-

nity functional composition and ecosystem functioning, so that the response to climatic

events of differing frequency and severity can be predicted.
� Here we present an extensive dataset of hydraulic traits of dominant species in two tropical

Amazon forests with contrasting precipitation regimes – low seasonality forest (LSF) and high

seasonality forest (HSF) – and relate them to community and ecosystem response to the El

Ni~no–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) of 2015.
� Hydraulic traits indicated higher drought tolerance in the HSF than in the LSF. Despite more

intense drought and lower plant water potentials in HSF during the 2015-ENSO, greater

xylem embolism resistance maintained similar hydraulic safety margin as in LSF. This likely

explains how ecosystem-scale whole-forest canopy conductance at HSF maintained a similar

response to atmospheric drought as at LSF, despite their water transport systems operating at

different water potentials.
� Our results indicate that contrasting precipitation regimes (at seasonal and interannual time

scales) select for assemblies of hydraulic traits and taxa at the community level, which may

have a significant role in modulating forest drought response at ecosystem scales.

Introduction

Increases in the frequency and duration of climatic anomalies,
such as drought events induced by the El Ni~no–Southern Oscilla-
tion (ENSO), are resulting in higher plant mortality, including
in Amazonia, home of the world’s largest contiguous tropical
forests (Williamson et al., 2000; Phillips et al., 2010; Lintner

et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2013). Amazon forests play a significant
role in regional and global carbon and water cycles, and provide
essential ecosystem services (Oyama & Nobre, 2003; Malhi et al.,
2009; Davidson et al., 2011); many efforts thus seek to under-
stand and predict how these forests respond to drought (Da
Costa et al., 2010; Joetzjer et al., 2014; Brienen et al., 2015; Row-
land et al., 2015).

Most early ecosystem modelling studies used ‘big leaf’
approaches (in which whole forest responses are modelled after*These authors contributed equally to this work.
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average growth responses of single plants or a small number of
plants) that do not represent a diversity of functional strategies;
these models tended to predict either large-scale catastrophic
forest dieback (Cox et al., 2004; Good et al., 2011) or forest per-
sistence (Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Cox et al., 2013; Hunting-
ford et al., 2013). More recent models which account for
diversity in functional growth strategies and landscape hetero-
geneity tend to simulate more nuanced resilience emerging from
trait-based selection among growth strategies (Sakschewski et al.,
2016) and more heterogeneous transitions (Levine et al., 2016).
The inclusion of functional traits in models is therefore expected
to improve simulations of forest drought vulnerability and
resilience (Fisher et al., 2015; Gentine et al., 2016; Xu et al.,
2016; Konings et al., 2017; Manoli et al., 2018).

Two empirical challenges confront efforts to improve such
models: the need to increase knowledge of the composition of rel-
evant functional traits of different systems (Medlyn et al., 2016),
and the need to test how such knowledge about functionally dif-
ferent individuals scales to ecosystem behaviour – the scale rele-
vant to interactions with the atmosphere and regional climate.
To address these challenges, we investigated two different tropical
evergreen forests with contrasting climates and different species
compositions by, first, characterizing their differences in terms of
functional traits, and then by testing hypotheses for how func-
tional differences would affect whole-ecosystem responses.

For functional diversity, we focus on hydraulic traits, particu-
larly those related to embolism resistance, which are key to
explaining such important factors as tree mortality, drought resis-
tance and species distribution (Anderegg et al., 2015, 2016; Row-
land et al., 2015; Oliveira et al., 2019). Embolism formation in
the xylem decreases water supply to the leaves, forcing plants to
reduce transpiration and, consequently, reducing photosynthesis
and the energy available for physiological functions (Sperry et al.,
2002; McDowell et al., 2008). The water potentials at which
plant tissues (i.e. stem xylem) lose 50% or 88% of their conduc-
tance (P50 or P88, respectively) are common measures of xylem
embolism resistance (Tyree & Sperry, 1989; Sperry et al., 2002),
while hydraulic safety margins to P50 (HSMP50) – the difference
between the minimum water potential measured in field condi-
tions and P50 –is a frequently used index of plant drought resis-
tance (Meinzer et al., 2009). Hydraulic safety margins (e.g.
HSMP50) are observed in the majority of sampled woody species
around the globe to be maintained within a narrow range despite
the large diversity of embolism resistance (quantified as P50),
which generally increases as mean annual precipitation declines
(Choat et al., 2012). Drought resistance is a key strategy affecting
the distribution of species along water availability gradients,
which act as environmental filters, including or excluding species
based on their traits (Engelbrecht et al., 2005, 2007; Markesteijn
et al., 2011; Esquivel-Muelbert et al., 2017; Oliveira et al., 2019).

For ecosystem-level behaviour, we focused on whole-forest
canopy conductance (Gs), an ecosystem-level trait that is both
likely related to the hydraulic traits we are measuring, and which
plays a central role in coupling ecosystems to the atmosphere.
Critically, canopy conductance includes stomatal conductance
(aggregated across all leaves in the canopy), which controls plant

water use and couples the plant water and carbon cycles (Collatz
et al., 1991; Lin et al., 2015).

We ask whether different precipitation regimes in different
Amazon forests lead to community-scale differences in hydraulic
traits, and in vegetation responses to extreme drought events. To
address this question, we studied hydraulic traits of dominant
tree species in two evergreen tropical forest sites with contrasting
rainfall regimes: a low seasonality forest (LSF) characterized by
low seasonal and interannual rainfall variability in central Ama-
zon (near Manaus, Brazil), and a high seasonal forest (HSF) with
substantial seasonal and interannual precipitation variability in
eastern Amazon (near Santarem, Brazil).

We then compared species-, community- and ecosystem-level
responses at these two forests during a typical dry season period
and during one of the most extreme drought El Ni~no events (re-
ferred to here as 2015-ENSO or just ENSO) ever recorded in
Amazon rainforests (Jim�enez-Mu~noz et al., 2016; Panisset et al.,
2018). We hypothesized that:
1 More variable precipitation regimes select for more drought-
resistant communities. We predict dominant species in the HSF
have traits associated with higher drought tolerance than the LSF.
2 Communities in environments with higher precipitation vari-
ability are less sensitive to extreme drought events than commu-
nities in environments with lower precipitation variability. We
estimated sensitivity as the change in water potential from a regu-
lar year dry season to the 2015-ENSO dry season. We predict
that HSF species and the community are less sensitive to the
2015-ENSO than the LSF, and that embolism resistance modu-
lates the magnitude of the response. Additionally, we hypothesize
the species response to this El Ni~no event is mediated by their
hydraulic traits.
3 Community-level water use responses to atmospheric and soil
drought is less intense in forests with more variable precipitation.
We predict ecosystem canopy conductance, a measure of plant
community water use response to environment changes, is less
sensitive to vapour pressure deficit and cumulative water deficit
in HSF than in LSF.

To test these hypotheses, we combine a unique dataset of
xylem embolism resistance, plant water potential (i.e. the physical
driver of embolism formation) and canopy conductance in tropi-
cal forest species, in the novel context of a strong El Ni~no event.
We propose an approach that allows us to scale species-level
hydraulic traits to community-level properties, contributing to
the critical overarching goal of linking individual plant trait com-
position to ecosystem level functioning.

Materials and Methods

Study sites

This study was carried out at two Large-Scale Biosphere–Atmo-
sphere Experiment in Amazon forest (LBA) sites, with contrast-
ing precipitation regimes. The low seasonality forest (LSF) is
located in central Amazonia, at the Cuieras Biological Reserve
(K34 site), near Manaus, Amazonas, Brazil (60°210W, 2°610S).
The mean annual precipitation is c. 2400 mm, with 2 months of
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dry season (precipitation < 100 mm) in July and August (Araujo
et al., 2002; De Gonc�alves et al., 2013). The higher seasonality
forest (HSF) is located in the eastern Amazonia in the Tapaj�os
National Forest (K67 site), near Santar�em, Par�a, Brazil
(54°580W, 2°510S). It is drier than the Manaus region, with an
annual mean precipitation of c. 1900 mm (Parrotta et al., 1995),
a longer dry season (5 months, on average) and higher interan-
nual climatic variability. Average annual vapour pressure deficit
(VPD) at the HSF site is slightly higher than at LSF
(means� SD of 0.94� 0.3 kPa and 0.84� 0.34 kPa, respec-
tively), however dry season VPDs do not differ between the sites
(1.05� 0.18 kPa and 1.08� 0.26 kPa, for the HSF and LSF,
respectively; Supporting Information Fig. S1). The LSF soils are
characterized by tertiary sediments covered by clayey Oxisols on
the plateaus and sandy Spodosols on the valley bottoms (Araujo
et al., 2002), whereas the HSF soils are clayey Oxisols, deeply
weathered, with no concretions or impeding layers, at least in the
upper 12 m (Oliveira et al., 2005; Nepstad et al., 2007).

Species selection

At each site, we selected locally and regionally abundant woody
species or genera that contribute significantly to Amazon forest
biomass (Ter Steege et al., 2013; Fauset et al., 2015). We studied
17 species in the LSF and nine in the HSF (Table S1; see Brum
et al., 2018), which correspond, respectively, to 13.7% and
35.0% of the total forest stem basal area. Embolism vulnerability
curves were also measured for three additional species in the HSF
(Manilkara huberi, Tachigali chrysophylla and Minquartia
guianensis, representing 6.70%, 3.94% and 0.07% of total forest
stem basal area).

The LSF and HSF sites differ in species richness, but mainly in
terms of dominance homogeneity (Carneiro, 2004; Vieira et al.,
2004; Longo, 2013), which led us to sample more species in the
LSF to reach a minimum of 10% of forest stem basal area
(Table S1). According to previous surveys, which used trees with
stem diameter at breast height (DBH) > 10 cm, the species density
at the LSF is c. 153.2 species ha�1 (based on 3.5-ha sampling, mea-
sured on the plateaus with total basal area of 28.3 m2 ha�1,
Carneiro, 2004), while at the HSF the density was
133 species ha�1 (4-ha transects sampling, Vieira et al., 2004; with
total basal area of 30.8 m2 ha�1, Pyle et al., 2008 updated by
Longo, 2013). The dominance in the LSF is more homogeneous,
and the most dominant tree species (i.e. Eschweilera wachenheimii)
represents 3.02% of total basal area, followed by a few species
between 1% and 2% (Carneiro, 2004); whereas in the HSF, few
species are locally hyperdominant (i.e. Erisma uncinatum,
Chamaecrista xinguensis and Coussarea albescens, corresponding to
11.1%, 6.1% and 4.6% of the total basal area, respectively).

Hydraulic traits

Xylem vulnerability to embolism was assessed by the relationship
between the percentage loss of xylem conductivity (PLC) and
xylem water potential (Ψ). PLC was estimated from percentage
air discharge (PAD) using the pneumatic method (Pereira et al.,

2016). To obtain these curves, we collected sun-exposed branches
longer than 1 m in length early in the morning, from one to three
individuals per tree species (Table S1) with DBH across species
ranging from 2.7 to 98.0 cm. For some species, we sampled only
one individual due to difficulties of access to very tall trees (e.g.
> 35 m height). We cut a branch under water inside a bucket and
covered it with a plastic bag overnight before measurements (fol-
lowing Oliveira et al., 2019 and Brum et al., 2018). To induce
cavitation, we used the bench dehydration method (Sperry et al.,
1988). Stem Ψ was measured as leaf Ψ after equilibrating the
branch inside a black plastic bag for at least 1 h before making
the measurement. We measured leaf Ψ (MPa) with a pressure
chamber (PMS 1000; PMS Instruments Co., Albany, OR, USA).
We calculated P50 and P88, defined as the water potentials at
which the tissue loses 50% and 88% of its hydraulic conductivity,
respectively, by fitting a sigmoidal function to the data (Pam-
menter & Vander Willigen, 1998):

PAD ¼ 100

1þ exp
Sp
25 wx � wp50

� �� �

where PAD (percentage of air discharge) and Ψx (xylem water
potential, MPa) are the measurement data, to which the parame-
ters Ψp50 (xylem water potential, when PAD equals 50%) and Sp
(slope of the curve, % PADMPa�1) were fitted.

The minimum leaf water potential (Ψmin) was measured dur-
ing the peak of the dry season of an ENSO (ΨENSO) and non-
ENSO (ΨnonENSO) year. The ΨnonENSO was measured during the
dry season in August 2016 and December 2014, for the LSF and
HSF sites, respectively. The ΨENSO was measured during the dri-
est period of the ENSO event in October 2015 for the LSF and
December 2015 for the HSF. The driest interval was determined
frrom the cumulative water deficits for both sites (Fig. 1)
(CMWD; see Microclimatic and soil data below). The leaf Ψ was
measured with a pressure chamber in two or three leaves of the
same individuals used to measure the vulnerability curves. Leaves
were collected between 12:00 and 14:30 h from sun-exposed
branches. For both sites, the water potential was collected over an
interval of < 7 d in each period (ENSO or non-ENSO). There
were a few short and light rain events in the LSF during this sam-
pling period, however they were insufficient to increase soil mois-
ture. The water potential was always measured after at least 1 day
without rain. In the HSF there was no rain during the months
during which Ψ was measured.

Species hydraulic safety margins (HSM) with respect to P50
and P88 (HSMP50 and HSMP88, respectively) were calculated as
minimum leaf Ψ (ΨnonENSO and ΨENSO) minus P50, or P88,
respectively. The HSM of the non-ENSO period is thus referred
to as HSMnonENSO and that of the ENSO period, as HSMENSO.
We assumed that leaf Ψ was a suitable estimator of xylem Ψ in
terminal branches.

Wood anatomy

We collected wood samples from 2nd or 3rd order branches (diameter
from c. 1 to 2 cm, i.e. the same as used for vulnerability curves) for
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anatomy.We kept the samples in formalin-acetic acid-alcohol (FAA)
for a few days and then exchanged this for 50% alcohol to maintain
the wood tissue integrity. We cut the samples using a manual micro-
tome, dyed them with safranin and toluidine blue, and placed them
on microscope slides. For each individual sample, we took pho-
tographs from three regions of different xylem slices (three per indi-
vidual) using a digital camera (DP71; Olympus Corp., Tokyo,
Japan) coupled to a polarizing microscope (Olympus BX51). The
images were processed using IMAGE J software (v.1.6.0_20) (Schnei-
der et al., 2012). For each image, we measured the area of each vessel,
the total vessel area (VA; mm2 of vessel area per mm2 of xylem area)
and their density (VD; number of vessels per mm2 of xylem area).
We calculated effective vessel diameters from the area, assuming ves-
sels were circular. From these data we calculated the vessel hydraulic
diameter (Dh; lm) and the theoretical specific hydraulic conductance
of the xylem (Kh; kgMPa�1 s�1 m�1) using the Poiseuille Law
(Scholz et al., 2013) as:

Dh ¼
Xn
1

D4
i

 !1
4

Kh ¼ pq
128gA

� �Xn
1

Di4

where Di is each individual vessel diameter from 1 to n in the
photographed xylem area A; p is pi; q and g are the density of
water (996.7867 kg m�3) and water dynamic viscosity
(8.99 10�4 Pa s) at 26°C, respectively.

Dominance-weighted traits

We used the species relative dominance (percentage stem basal
area of each species in each forest) to calculate the dominance-
weighted mean (DWM) for each hydraulic trait, which we use as
an estimate of the community-weighted mean (CWM; Garnier
et al., 2004). The DWM was calculated from a subsample of the
species in each community once, as to achieve 50% of the hyper-
diverse LSF dominance, it would require sampling at least 53
species. Our rationale relies on the fact that the DWM from a
subsample of species in the community is valid as long as: (1) no
single species and trait value exerts stronger influence over the
CWM value; or (2) sample weight and sample value are indepen-
dent, and the estimated weighted mean of a subsample of the
data should approximate the true weighted mean (see Meth-
ods S1).

For both LSF and HSF we did not detect any relationship
between the trait value and the species dominance, and the most
dominant species were not outliers. Furthermore, to evaluate
whether our results have biases due to the low coverage of basal
area of the LSF, we carried out additional analyses to demonstrate
that there was no change in the estimates when a larger data sam-
ple is considered. Since the contribution to the basal area is
homogeneously distributed across many species and the traits are
assumed to vary randomly, this enables us to assume the DWM
as a good estimator of the CWM and scale results to the whole
community. Additionally, we used the biogeographic dry-affilia-
tion index as a trait of the genera in each site (Esquivel-Muelbert
et al., 2017, 2018; Methods S2) to evaluate the community
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Fig. 1 Monthly cumulative water deficit
(mm) from 1999 to 2016 for Manaus (a),
and Tapajos (b). Blue and red lines
correspond to the periods of water potential
measurements at each site for LSF (low
seasonal forest; Manaus) and HSF (high
seasonal forest; Tapaj�os), respectively: the
solid line represents the non-ENSO year
(2014–2015 for Tapaj�os and 2016–2017 for
Manaus), and the dashed line the 2015–
2016 ENSO year. Grey lines represent all
other years and the thick grey line is the
mean across all years, including the ENSO
year. Asterisks on blue and red lines denote
the months during which the water potential
data were collected. Boxplot inserts represent
CMWD distribution for each site. Whiskers
are either maximum/minimum value or,
when outliers are present, 1.5 interquartile
range above/below the quartiles 2 and 3.
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functional composition, that is, the dry affiliation of the whole
community at each site.

Microclimatic and soil data

We measured meteorological conditions at both eddy flux tower
sites (1999 to 2016; update from Restrepo-Coupe et al., 2016;
details in Methods S3). For each location we used the cumulative
monthly water deficit (CMWD; mm) as a measure of soil water
deficit, calculated as in Arag~ao et al. (2007), except that we used a
positive sign to denote convention for the deficit. CMWD was
calculated for each month as the cumulative excess of evapotran-
spiration less precipitation, starting in the wet season of 1999 for
LSF, and 2002 for the HSF: ()

CMWDm ¼ CMWDm�1 þ ETm � Pm

where ETm is monthly evapotranspiration (mm), Pm is monthly
precipitation (mm) and CMWDm is the cumulative water
deficit for month m (mm) and CMWDm�1 is that for the pre-
vious month. CMWDm was initialized at zero for the first
month and was reset to zero whenever it became negative (i.e.
there was a water surplus and not a deficit). The annual mean
CMWD was 43.6� 47.3 for the LSF, and 109.1� 49.4 for
the HSF, while the mean annual peak of CMWD was
154.8� 118.6 mm for LSF, and 333.1� 110.8 mm for the
HSF (Fig. 1).

To verify that the estimated CMWD was a good proxy for
the more physiologically relevant soil moisture deficit, we
assessed the correlation of CMWD with monthly averaged soil
volumetric water content (SWC) measurements (cm3 cm�3)
available at each site. The SWC was measured hourly from
October 2015 to August 2016 at the LSF (depths of 0.8, 1.6,
2.4. m; L. Borma et al., unpublished data) and from August
2008 to March 2017 (with a 4-yr gap from 2012 to 2015) at
the HSF (depths of 0.1, 1.0, 2.0 m; B. Christoffersen et al.,
unpublished data). We obtained soil water retention curves for
LSF from L. Borma et al. (unpublished). Using the time series
that overlaps between the two sites (2015 and 2016), the
monthly CMWD explained 46% (F(1,9) = 7.57; P = 0.02 for
LSF) and 65% (F(1,52) = 95.49; P < 0.001 for HSF) of the vari-
ation in the soil water content (0 to 2.0–2.4 m soil depth)
(Fig. S2), confirming that CMWD could be used as a suitable
proxy for soil water deficit.

Canopy conductance

To obtain the ecosystem canopy conductance (GS; mm s�1) we
used eddy covariance data from both sites (LBA data from 2002
to 2016, see Methods S3). We calculated GS through the inver-
sion of the Penman–Monteith (PM) equation (Methods S4). We
restricted estimates of GS to times when the canopy was dry (all
data up to 12 h after precipitation were removed), so we could
justifiably assume that most of the flux was due to transpiration.
Eddy covariance, microclimatic and soil data are available at LBA

data repository (LBA DIS; see https://daac.ornl.gov/cgi-bin/data
set_lister.pl?p=11).

Data analysis

To address our first hypothesis, whether traits from LSF species
had less drought-resistant traits than HSF species, we used a one-
tailed statistical Welch‘s t-test, and to evaluate the differences in
dominance-weighted means we used a Monte Carlo approach
with the difference in weighted mean as the test statistic, random-
izing the site and repeating 10 000 times.

To evaluate our second hypothesis, whether the dry season leaf
water potential (Ψmin) of the species was affected by the 2015-
ENSO in relation to a non-ENSO year and whether the effect
differed between sites, we used a general mixed model with
species as random factor affecting intercept to account for the
same species being measured in the ENSO and non-ENSO year
in each site. This has a similar effect of pairing the species in a
paired t-test. Additionally, to better understand ENSO effects,
we evaluated whether Ψmin variation could also be accounted by
the atmospheric and soil water deficits (monthly maximum VPD
and monthly CMWD) when the Ψmin was measured. To evalu-
ate if the species response to ENSO was modulated by hydraulic
traits, we tested whether the difference in species Ψmin from
ENSO to non-ENSO year (DΨ) was related to hydraulic traits
using general fixed effects model.

For the third hypothesis, we evaluated whether effects of VPD
and CMWD, measures of atmospheric and soil water stress, on
Gs differed between HSF and LSF. As periods of soil drought
usually occur with atmospheric drought, we had to first remove
the correlation between VPD and CMWD. For this we modelled
VPD ~ CMWD and site to obtain a VPD independent from the
CMWD measure (VPDr for VPD residuals). In the same way,
we modelled CMWD ~ VPD and site to obtain a CMWD inde-
pendent from VPD (CMWDr). With independent VPD and
CMWD measures, we tested whether Gs had a fixed VPDr and
CMWDr effect and whether site (HSF and LSF) had an additive
or interactive effect on Gs. For the above analysis and for obtain-
ing CMWDr and VPDr, we used general mixed effect models,
with month of the year as random factor affecting slope, to con-
trol for temporal autocorrelation of variables. The same analyses
were performed to evapotranspiration (ET). Finally, to evaluate
whether the ecosystem-level water use (Gs) was modulated by
hydraulic traits, we analysed if dominance-weighted P50 and
hydraulic safety margin affected Gs.

Part of the difficulty in analysing atmospheric and soil drought
effects is that both are usually correlated (i.e. rainless periods usu-
ally have drier atmosphere). To remove this correlation from our
dataset, we used only data with CMWD higher than 0, and
observations from July to December of 2015. This approach was
justified as our goal is to evaluate drought response of Gs, and the
data from January to June is usually rainy (precipita-
tion > 100 mmmonth�1). Moreover, LSF had almost no data
with CMWD > 0 mm in this wet period, and it would only carry
information about Gs response to VPD in wet conditions. For all
statistical analyses, data processing and curve fitting, we used R
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(R Core Team, 2018, v.3.5), and further information about the
analysis functions and packages can be found in the Supporting
Information Methods S5.

Results

Hydraulic trait differences between the two forests

The LSF had less embolism-resistant hydraulic vulnerability
curves than HSF due to higher P88 (�4.08� 1.83MPa vs
�5.33� 1.49MPa, P = 0.027; Fig. 2), and a marginally signifi-
cant difference in P50 between the two forests (�2.34� 0.89MPa
and �2.90� 1.15MPa, respectively, P = 0.085; Figs 2, 3a; see
Tables S1 and S2 for results summary). Different P88, even if the
P50 was similar, is only possible if HSF has a shallower slope than
LSF species hydraulic vulnerability curves, consistent with our
observations of a marginally significant difference in slopes (Fig. 2;
slope difference P = 0.07; Table S2). Corroborating these results,
the dry-affiliation index (represented by the probability of record-
ing a higher dry-affiliated precipitation centre of gravity value than
that observed by chance) revealed differences in the HSF and LSF
community functional composition (details in Methods S2). We
found a dominance of dry-affiliated taxa for HSF compared to
LSF (0.73� 0.4 for HSF and 0.86� 0.3 for LSF; t = 4.8,
df = 339.9, P < 0.001) (Fig. 4).

The minimum water potential in the non-ENSO year
(ΨnonENSO) was higher (P < 0.01) in the LSF
(�1.09� 0.43MPa) than in HSF (�1.88� 0.58MPa), how-
ever the hydraulic safety margins (i.e. non-ENSO HSMP50 and
HSMP88) did not differ between the two forests (P = 0.38 and
P = 0.23) (Fig. 3c–e; Table S2). The xylem anatomy of the HSF
and LSF species also showed significant differences for all

inspected traits: vessel density, vessel area, potential specific
hydraulic conductance and hydraulic diameter (Fig. 3f–i;
Table S2). Xylem vessel area was higher at the LSF site than at
the HSF site (P = 0.03), and so were the hydraulic diameter
(P = 0.04) and the potential specific conductance (P = 0.04;
Fig. 3, Table S2), while the vessel density was 71% higher at HSF
(P = 0.01; Fig. 3f; Table S2).

The analysis comparing the dominance-weighted mean of LSF
and HSF showed similar patterns, with P88 of HSF forest being
lower than LSF, and P50 and slope marginally different (see
Table S2). However, this analysis did not detect differences in
anatomical traits, possible because of the lower statistical power
of the test and the high value of the 95% confidence intervals of
the mean for those traits.

Species- and community-level responses to the 2015-
ENSO-induced drought

The 2015-ENSO climatic effects were observed in both forests,
as the CMWD reached values higher than historical means of the
driest months recorded since 1998 (Fig. 1). The 2015-ENSO-in-
duced CMWD was largest in the HSF, but absolute and relative
changes from the 1998–2014 average of annual maximum
CMWD were higher in LSF, with an increase of 306.4 mm (197-
%; 154.8–461.2 mm) vs 155 mm (46%; 333.1–488.1 mm) in
HSF. The ΨnonENSO and ΨENSO measurements at the LSF site
were performed during a CMWD of 67.4 mm, and 356.1 mm,
respectively; whereas in the HSF, ΨnonENSO and ΨENSO were
measured when the CMWD reached 303.2 mm and 422.3 mm,
respectively (Figs 1, 5a), confirming the different CMWD condi-
tions when the Ψmin was measured in both forests.

At both LSF and HSF sites, Ψmin was significantly reduced
during the ENSO period (P < 0.001; see Table S3 for statistical
summaries), although the effect of ENSO on Ψmin was not very
large (0.6 and 0.5MPa drop for LSF and HSF, respectively). Site
had an additive effect on Ψmin (P = 0.006), with the HSF Ψmin

being on average �0.72MPa lower than LSF (Fig. 5a), but there
was no interaction between site and ENSO (P = 0.12), indicating
the 2015-ENSO effect on Ψmin was similar in both areas. The
model explained 68% of Ψmin variability, where ENSO and site
explained 32% (conditional and marginal R2, respectively).

At the species level, responses to the 2015-ENSO event were
heterogeneous (Fig. 5b,c). At the LSF site, Ψmin declined in
almost all species during ENSO, while at HSF the responses were
more diverse, with a majority of species (Miconia sp., C. albescens,
E. uchi and R. pubiflora, M. itauba) showing a steep drop in Ψmin,
while a minority (four of nine) showed no detectable change (the
slight increases seen in Fig 5 are in the range of the measurement
error).

Monthly maximum VPD was related to Ψmin (P < 0.001;
Fig. 5c, Table S3) but only with a significant site interactive
(P = 0.008) and additive (P = 0.001) effect on VPD. CMWD
was related to Ψmin (P < 0.001; Fig. 4b; Table S3) but site had no
interactive or additive effect on Ψmin (P = 0.31 and P = 0.11).
The CMWD and VPD of this dataset were related (r = 0. 56) as
the month with higher VPD also had higher CMWD, which
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Fig. 2 Hydraulic vulnerability curves for different species at (a) LSF (low
seasonal forest) and (b) HSF (high seasonal forest). The thicker lines
denote the dominance-weighted vulnerability curve for each forest (blue
for LSF and red for HSF).
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precludes us from inferring whether the VPD or CMWD effect
is dominating the Ψmin variability. However, VPD requiring
additional explanation of site to explain Ψmin suggests that
CMWD contains additional information not contained in VPD,
possibly the correlation with site, which absorbed the site effect
on Ψmin, making CMWD the only significant effect in the
model. This effect can be seen in Fig. 5(b,c).

The leaf water potential change, comparing non-ENSO to
2015-ENSO (DΨ), was related to embolism resistance for both
P50 and P88 (P = 0.017; r2 = 0.21 and P = 0.019; r2 = 0.21,
respectively; Fig. 6). Species with higher embolism resistance had
higher changes in DΨ. Site effects on P50 and P88 were not signif-
icant for additive effect (P = 0.77 and P = 0.32) or interaction
effect (P = 0.15 and P = 0.13), indicating DΨ is similarly modu-
lated by embolism resistance in both sites. Anatomical traits were
not related to DΨ (P > 0.20 for all anatomical traits). P50 and P88
had the same explanatory power of DΨ (r2 = 0.21), likely due to
both being strongly correlated (r = 0.74).

Ecosystem-level functional responses to drought

Both CMWD and VPD from July to December were highly cor-
related (r = 0.41), particularly for HSF (r = 0.53). This correla-
tion was removed using the residuals of one variable modelled
with the other as predictor and site as additive factor (Table S4).
The residuals of VPD (VPDr) did not carry any more signal of
CMWD for both sites (r < 0.01), and the residuals of CMWD
(CMWDr) did not carry any VPD signal (r =�0.07).

Canopy conductance (Gs) was significantly affected by VPDr

(P < 0.001; R2 = 0.40), with no additive or interactive site effect,
while CMWDr was unrelated to Gs (P = 0.10; Fig. S3; Table S4).
Given the lack of evidence for a VPD-independent signal of
CMWD on Gs, we remodelled Gs as a function of VPD (Fig. 7).
We found each unit of VPD caused a decreased in Gs of
5.1 mm s�1 (P < 0.001) and VPD explained 40% of Gs variabil-
ity. Site had no significant additive or interactive influence on Gs

(P = 0.91 and P = 0.08), indicating HSF and LSF respond
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equally to VPD. Evapotranspiration (ET) was not affected by
VPDr neither was CMWDr (P = 0.32 and P = 0.29), although
site had a significant effect on ET (P < 0.001) (Table S5; Fig. S4).

The differences in ecosystem canopy conductance (Gs) values
between the two forests correlated with the variation observed in
community Ψmin, as represented by the dominance-weighted
trait (Fig. 8). For the same Gs value, the HSF had more negative
community Ψmin than LSF, and the GS seems to respond linearly
to HSMP50, which explained 95% of Gs variability, when the two
sites were considered together (P = 0.02) (Fig. 8b).

Discussion

We evaluated plant responses at the species, community and
ecosystem levels during typical years and one of the most
severe drought events (El-Ni~no event in 2015) (Jim�enez-
Mu~noz et al., 2016) ever recorded in Amazonia. We report
species-level hydraulic traits that contributed to the observed
differences in forest drought responses. Our findings high-
light the role of rainfall seasonality and interannual variabil-
ity in precipitation as important filters selecting different
hydraulic traits, strategies and taxa across rainforest sites, and
complement analyses based on MAP differences alone (Choat
et al., 2012; Ciemer et al., 2019). The dominant species at
the high seasonality forest in the eastern Amazon (HSF) are
more drought-affiliated and exhibit hydraulic traits with
higher embolism resistance (i.e. lower P88), as compared to
the low seasonal forest in the central Amazon (LSF).

Despite this difference in the hydraulic system of the plants,
both forests maintained the same sensitivity of canopy conduc-
tance (Gs) to atmospheric drought. Our data suggest this is possi-
ble because of the higher embolism resistance in HSF.

Interestingly, the two forests had similar responses to the 2015-
ENSO when we consider their change in water potential, and at
both forests we showed species embolism resistance modulated
the species-level response to ENSO. Importantly, despite the lim-
itations of our sampling design, we were able to show that
species-level hydraulic traits have the potential of being scaled up
to community-level properties, which in turn could help in
explaining ecosystem-level water fluxes and drought response
(Fig. 8).

Differences in drought resistance traits between low and
high seasonality forests

Our results indicate that precipitation regime is an important fil-
ter in selecting contrasting embolism vulnerabilities. The drier
condition and the marked seasonality and interannual rainfall
variability in eastern Amazon make the HSF an environment
with more pronounced water limitation, which in turn, has
shaped the dominance of traits related to embolism resistance
that allowed species to operate at more negative Ψ during water-
limiting conditions. Consistent with these findings, our results
indicate a higher proportion of dry-affiliated taxa at the HSF
when compared with the LSF (Fig. 4) (Esquivel-Muelbert et al.,
2017), and the dominance of drought-resistant taxa in the HSF
also suggests that climate-driven community assembly may be
the mechanism underlying the higher resilience to climatic dis-
turbances observed for forests under higher rainfall variability
regimes in the Amazon (Ciemer et al., 2019).

The differences between P88 and P50 show that xylem
embolism resistance (represented by the vulnerability curve) can
be affected not only by shifting the curves towards a certain P50,
but also by modifying their shape (i.e. the slope and the
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Fig. 4 (a) The probability of recording a higher dry-affiliated precipitation centre of gravity (PCG) value than observed by chance (PCG 2-tail P-value) for a
range of genera in Amazonian sites varying with the Cumulative Water Deficit for the same sites obtained by Esquivel-Muelbert et al. (2017). Each point
represents a different genus in the Amazon (grey points), where blue and red points represent the studied genera for LSF and HSF, respectively. (b) The
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difference between P50 and P88) (Fig. 2). We observed a lower
P88 in the HSF, which could be an evolutionary adjustment
allowing these species to maintain xylem conductivity in highly
seasonal environments where some embolism may be unavoid-
able, mainly for shallow-rooted species in HSF (Brum et al.,
2018). Thus, we emphasize the importance of xylem embolism
resistance (represented by the vulnerability curves) as one of key
functional traits relevant for explaining the patterns of plant dis-
tribution in biodiverse tropical ecosystems, as proposed for other
environments (Pockman & Sperry, 2000; Brodribb, 2017;
Cosme et al., 2017; Trueba et al., 2017; Oliveira et al., 2019).

Complex leaf water potential response to the 2015-ENSO-
induced drought

During the 2015-ENSO, the Amazon Basin-wide average tem-
perature reached a record high (annual monthly maximum was
2.5°C higher than the climatological mean) for the last century,
exacerbating the effect of the 2015-ENSO drought (Jim�enez-
Mu~noz et al., 2016; Panisset et al., 2018). The warmer conditions
increased the evaporative demand (VPD) at both sites, affecting
species hydraulic functioning. Our results showed a site-specific
condition affecting Ψmin (Fig. 5), with the CMWD likely incor-
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Fig. 5 (a) Dry season minimum leaf water potential (Ψmin; MPa) of high
seasonality forest (HSF; Tapajos) and the low seasonality forest (LSF;
Manaus) species during non-ENSO year (blue) and the 2015-ENSO year
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porating both the atmospheric signal (VPD) and the soil signal
(CMWD) in plant water potential.

This difficulty in separating soil and atmospheric water stress,
as both usually occur together, is furthermore complicated by the
non-linear effect of soil water content (represented in our study
sites by the CMWD) on soil water potential (van Genuchten,
1980), which means it is necessary to have substantial decrease in
CMWD for the soil water potential to increase to levels that
induce embolism; and once this threshold is reached a small
change in CMWD implies a large change in soil water potential.
This threshold has an important consequence for vegetation, as it
represents the point when plants start experiencing a strong soil
drought signal, which depends on: (1) soil type and soil depth,
(2) tree rooting depth, and (3) spatial variability, all factors that
can imply landscape niches with different degrees of vulnerabil-
ity. So, depending on the locations and species, the CMWD can

have different meanings, and should be used with caution as uni-
versal index of drought stress for vegetation (Esquivel-Muelbert
et al., 2017). For example, the higher drop in Ψ observed for
some species at the HSF could indicate the placement of their
roots in shallow soils and less stomatal regulation, while deep-
rooted species probably avoid extreme intensity of droughts (e.g.
Nepstad et al., 1994; Oliveira et al., 2005; Ivanov et al., 2012;
Brum et al., 2018).

Although we observed a strong climatological drought, we can-
not predict its consequences for long-term functioning of trees,
as it does not immediately translate to ecohydrological drought
(Nepstad et al., 2007; Da Costa et al., 2010) and some species
were still operating within some hydraulic safety margin. We
found the drought was enough to cause a modest average drop in
leaf Ψ (with Ψ stabilization), probably indicating species stomatal
control, with the major effect at gas exchange level, as observed
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presented in Supporting Information Fig. S3.
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with the decrease in Gs, which is likely maintaining ET constant
despite changing VPD, as predicted by stomatal optimization
models (Sperry & Love, 2015; Eller et al., 2018). We also show
that xylem embolism resistance explained part of the response in
leaf Ψ during the 2015-ENSO (Fig. 6), which means species with
higher resistance to xylem embolism could withstand lower water
potentials and maintain gas exchange under drier conditions.
Thus, to obtain a more comprehensive understanding on the
diversity of plant water potential responses, studies should con-
sider traits that influence plant water supply, demand and stor-
age, some of which are very challenging to measure in the field.

Canopy conductance changes as an ecosystem-level
response

It is notable that, despite the HSF and LSF operating at different
Ψmin, both had the same canopy-level response to VPD (Fig. 7).
This difference between water supply function responses with no
difference in the canopy-level water control function responses is
likely possible only because the HSF has a more embolism-resis-
tant water transport system. This is theoretically expected, as the
embolism resistance sets the water potentials under which plants
can operate (Sperry & Love, 2015) and, consequently, modulate
the atmospheric and soil climatic envelope they can tolerate.

In fact, we show here the Ψmin and HSM are traits mechanisti-
cally involved in species physiological responses under different
conditions of water availability (Fig. 8). Moreover, the result that
both communities operate under the same safety margin, in
ENSO and non-ENSO, suggests they can retain their gas
exchange rates even under extreme drier conditions than the
usual dry season, which probably directly influences forest pro-
ductivity. This highlights the role of xylem embolism resistance
traits in determining plant functioning and vegetation drought
response (Anderegg et al., 2016, 2018). Actually, including
embolism resistance in plant models has improved the prediction
of ecosystem transpiration drought responses in the Amazon
forest of Caxiuan~a (Eller et al., 2018), and such models also pre-
dict lower sensitivity to drought than previous models, a result
supported by our data.

Despite changes in the CMWD we did not detect its signal
in canopy-level response. In LSF, the effect of 2015-ENSO was
only substantial in the superficial soil layers (c. 80 cm depth),
suggesting that a higher CMWD (than that caused by the
2015-ENSO) is necessary to affect deeper soils and change the
soil water content in a way that would induce notable changes
in canopy conductance. On the other hand, in the HSF, the
large variability in soil water content (at least to a depth of 2 m;
Fig. S2) did not affect Gs either, emphasizing the importance of
more drought-resistant traits and/or deeper roots to modulate
canopy water use. This suggests possibly extreme dry years, and
not average years, contribute to filter plant communities, where
trees have adapted their water transport system to drier than
normal conditions, which they will likely experience during
their lifespan (Grant et al., 2017). Moreover, as in HSF trees
are currently operating at lower soil water availability, we
believe that an additional increase in CMWD may provoke
extreme changes in soil water potential (Hutyra et al., 2005)
and consequently in forest functioning. Additional studies will
need to consider interactions between rooting depth and soil
moisture dynamics to gain insights into the behaviour of forest
canopy conductance.

Conclusion

We report significant differences in hydraulic traits between two
Amazon forests: low (LSF) and high (HSF) seasonal forest. Our
results demonstrate that the seasonal and interannual variability
in water stress is a key factor driving hydraulic functional differ-
ences across tropical forest sites. Interestingly, despite differences
in water transport operation and traits, this difference was not
translated into different atmospheric drought responses, suggest-
ing the more drought-resistant hydraulic traits in HSF compen-
sated for the drier soils, equalizing their safety margin and
allowing them to maintain similar canopy-level responses to a
drier atmosphere in both forests.

Our study shows the importance of embolism resistance in
explaining interspecific variability in drought responses of the
two different communities of species that have contrasting
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seasonality of moisture availability, thereby linking relevant traits
to species distribution, community assembly and ecosystem func-
tioning. Further studies should address how spatial and temporal
climatic variability at broader scales in the Amazon region filter a
set of hydraulic traits that affect forest functioning, which will
permit better-informed predictions of vegetation response to cli-
mate change.
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